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This chart is designed to educate the patient or caregiver about various types of wounds, their

prevention and care. Â 
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This wound chart is so basic and not aimed at a healthcare professional it is more of a patient guide

written in laymen terms, It does not benefit nurses in wound care setting or for clinical use, it is very

general as basic as you can getmaybe helpful for nurse aids or home health aids working in a home

who have minimal medical knowledge with patients who have wounds but otherwise useless

I know that this is just a quick reference but the information contained is extremely basic. It is aimed

at people with little to no clinical experience, and especially those dealing with Diabetes.

This is directed towards patients and caregivers who are changing dressings as directed by a

provider. It is a terrific reference for them. Back when my mother came home from rehab with a

half-healed stage 4 pressure ulcer, I would have loved to have had this. Now, as a student in

nursing school, it is a bit basic. It gives a very good introduction for someone who knows nothing

about wound care but it does not give enough information to be useful to someone who is already a

nurse.



I have student nurses come into the clinic and it is a good quick guide to get a "picture" of what we

do.

This product content is very basic, not recommended for nursing students or ones that is already

working in medical facility, laminated,good to keep around for reference for those who's not on

medical field at home use or going to medical school.

Great product to carry around with you. It has basic information on how to stage wounds, how to

measure wounds. What products to use on certain types of wounds, etc. A great addition to your

locker reference stack.

Keep in mind this is a study sheet, it does not give instruction on how to respond to a large wound

or a trauma situation. But it is handy to have around as it can help keep a first responder up to date.

This document is a detailed yet concise wound evaluation and treatment resource that is perfect for

home or for clinics to provide prompt wound care advice.
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